
Transactions with multiple inputs and outputs

In the last section I described how a transaction with a single input and a single output 
works. In practice, it’s often extremely convenient to create Bitcoin transactions with 
multiple inputs or multiple outputs. I’ll talk below about why this can be useful. But first 
let’s take a look at the data from an actual transaction:

1. {"hash":"993830...",

2. "ver":1,

3. "vin_sz":3,

4.  "vout_sz":2,

5.  "lock_time":0,

6.  "size":552,

7.  "in":[

8.    {"prev_out":{

9.      "hash":"3beabc...",

10.        "n":0},

11.     "scriptSig":"304402... 04c7d2..."},

12.    {"prev_out":{

13.        "hash":"fdae9b...",

14.        "n":1},

15.      "scriptSig":"304502... 026e15..."},

16.    {"prev_out":{

17.        "hash":"20c86b...",

18.        "n":2},

19.      "scriptSig":"304402... 038a52..."}],

20.  "out":[

21.    {"value":"0.01068000",

22.      "scriptPubKey":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 e8c306...                          

OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG"},

23.    {"value":"4.00000000",

24.      "scriptPubKey":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 d644e3... 

OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG"}]}

It’s very similar to the single-input-single-output transaction, so I’ll do this pretty 
quickly.
Line 1 contains the hash of the remainder of the transaction. This is used as an identifier 
for the transaction.
Line 2 tells us that this is a transaction in version 1 of the Bitcoin protocol.
Lines 3-4 tell us that the transaction has three inputs and two outputs, respectively.
Line 5 contains the lock_time. As in the single-input-single-output case this is set to 

0, which means the transaction is finalized immediately.
Line 6 tells us the size of the transaction in bytes.
Lines 7-19 define a list of the inputs to the transaction. Each corresponds to an output 
from a previous Bitcoin transaction.
The first input is defined in lines 8 through 11. 
In particular, lines 8 through 10 tell us that the input is to be taken from the n=0th output 

from the transaction with hash 3beabc.... Line 11 contains the signature, followed 
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To use Bitcoin in practice, you first install a wallet program on your computer. 

To give you a sense of what that means, here’s a screenshot of a wallet called Multbit. 

You can see the Bitcoin balance on the left — 0.06555555 Bitcoins, or about 70 dollars at the 

from the transaction with hash 3beabc.... Line 11 contains the signature, followed 

by a space, and then the public key of the person sending the bitcoins.
Lines 12-15 define the second input, with a similar format to lines 8 through 11. And 
lines 16 through 19 define the third input.
Lines 20-24 define a list containing the two outputs from the transaction.
The first output is defined in lines 21 and 22. Line 21 tells us the value of the output, 
0.01068000 bitcoins. As before, line 22 is an expression in Bitcoin’s scripting language. 
The main thing to take away here is that the string e8c30622... is the Bitcoin address 

of the intended recipient of the funds.
The second output is defined lines 23 and 24, with a similar format to the first output.
One apparent oddity in this description is that although each output has a Bitcoin value 
associated to it, the inputs do not. Of course, the values of the respective inputs can be 
found by consulting the corresponding outputs in earlier transactions. In a standard 
Bitcoin transaction, the sum of all the inputs in the transaction must be at least as much 
as the sum of all the outputs. (The only exception to this principle is the Genesis block, 
and in coinbase transactions, both of which add to the overall Bitcoin supply.) If the 
inputs sum up to more than the outputs, then the excess is used as a transaction fee. This 
is paid to whichever miner successfully validates the block which the current transaction 
is a part of.

That’s all there is to multiple-input-multiple-output transactions! They’re a pretty simple 
variation on single-input-single-output-transactions.
One nice application of multiple-input-multiple-output transactions is the idea of change. 
Suppose, for example, that I want to send you 0.15 bitcoins. I can do so by spending 
money from a previous transaction in which I received 0.2 bitcoins. Of course, I don’t 
want to send you the entire 0.2 bitcoins. The solution is to send you 0.15 bitcoins, and to 
send 0.05 bitcoins to a Bitcoin address which I own. Those 0.05 bitcoins are the change. 
Of course, it differs a little from the change you might receive in a store, since change in 
this case is what you pay yourself. But the broad idea is similar.

You can now see, by the way, how Bitcoin addresses the question: where do Bitcoin 
serial numbers come from? 
In fact, the role of the serial number is played by transaction hashes. 
In the transaction above, for example, the recipient is receiving 0.319 Bitcoins, which 
come out of the first output of an earlier transaction with hash 2007ae... (line 9). 

If you go and look in the block chain for that transaction, you’d see that its output 
comes from a still earlier transaction, and so on.
There are two clever things about using transaction hashes instead of serial numbers. 
First, in Bitcoin there’s not really any separate, persistent “coins” at all, just a long 
series of transactions in the block chain. It’s a clever idea to realize that you don’t 
need persistent coins, and can just get by with a ledger of transactions. 
Second, by operating in this way we remove the need for any central authority 
issuing serial numbers. Instead, the serial numbers can be self-generated, merely by 
hashing the transaction.

Why the Bitcoin address is a hash, and not just the public key?
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You can see the Bitcoin balance on the left — 0.06555555 Bitcoins, or about 70 dollars at the 
exchange rate on the day I took this screenshot — and on the right two recent transactions, 
which deposited those 0.06555555 Bitcoins:

Suppose you’re a merchant who has set up an online store, and you’ve decided to allow 
people to pay using Bitcoin. What you do is tell your wallet program to generate a Bitcoin 
address. In response, it will generate a public / private key pair, and then hash the public key 
to form your Bitcoin address:

You then send your Bitcoin address to the person who wants to buy from you. 

You could do this in email, or even put the address up publicly on a webpage. 

This is safe, since the address is merely a hash of your public key, which can safely be 
known by the world anyway. 

The person who is going to pay you then generates a transaction.

Mining

Mining is a process of including transactions into newly generated blocks. 
The primary purpose of mining is validation of transactions but it also serves as a 
mechanism to create new Bitcoins. 
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mechanism to create new Bitcoins. 

The block generation reward consist of two parts. 
First part is generation transaction, which creates a certain 
amount of Bitcoins out of nothing. 
The number of Bitcoins created starts at 50 BTC and is reduced 
by half every 210,000 blocks. 
The last block that will generate coins should be generated near 
the year 2140, bringing the total number of Bitcoins to slightly 
below 21 million. 
Second half of award is transaction fees of all transactions 
included into the block. 
This fee is incentive for miners to include transactions into the 
block (verify) and to continue mining (and thus provide security 
to the network) when a number of new Bitcoins generated 
greatly decreases.

Total number of Bitcoins 
over time.

When a node finds a hash that meets target requirement (solves a block) it 
broadcasts the new block to the network and is entitled to the block generation 
reward. 
Once proof-of-work is found other nodes can easily verify it and the block 
cannot be changed without redoing the work. 
As blocks are chained, changing the block would also include redoing all the 
blocks after it. 
So as long as honest nodes control most of the computing power of the network, 
honest chain will outpace any other chain.

The raw transaction data may look something like this:

01000000017a06ea98cd40ba2e3288262b28638cec5337c145
6aaf5eedc8e9e5a20f062bdf000000008a473044022030e2d23
be71a907a3ad7de846b3bbe8886c4a839e1aa2cf0d314b1d32
7f12d2a022039718fc3886a171e4ec2b138e6547b03dd326ef7
f12295d06e351e7c02010068014104e0ba531dc5d2ad13e217
8196ade1a23989088cfbeddc7886528412087f4bff2ebc19ce73
9f25a63056b6026a269987fcf5383131440501b583bab70a725
4b09effffffff01b02e052a010000001976a9142dbde30815faee
5bf221d6688ebad7e12f7b2b1a88ac00000000

Once hashed it will look like this:

2d94683fa2f8aaae4a6f377d93b875f680adf96b9c3e9577554b
742f412fa9ad

From <https://chrispacia.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/bitcoin-mining-explained-like-youre-five-part-2-
mechanics/> 

The Merkle Root of this hash tree is placed into 
the block’s header along with the hash of the 
previous block (to be explained later) and a 
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The Merkle Root of this hash tree is placed into 
the block’s header along with the hash of the 
previous block (to be explained later) and a 
random number called a nonce (also to be 
explained later). 
The block header will look something like this:

The block’s header is then hashed with SHA256 
producing an output that will serve as the 
block’s identifier. Now having done all this can 
we go ahead and relay the block to the rest of 
the network? If you recall the last post, the 
answer is no. We still need to produce a valid 
proof of work. 

From <https://chrispacia.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/bitcoin-mining-explained-like-youre-five-part-2-mechanics/> 

Proof of Work

The Bitcoin protocol sets a target value for a block header’s hash. The output must be less 
than the specified number. Another way of saying this is that the hash of the block header 
must start with a certain number of zeros. For example a valid hash may look like this:

000000000000002e9067f1cf7252333f7aeb619c89d220985a70ac0e015248e0
Any block whose header does not produce a hash that is less than the target value will be 
rejected by the network. The target value is adjusted by the protocol every two weeks to try 
to maintain an average block time of 10 minutes.

So after you’ve 

1)hashed each transaction, 

2)hashed the outputs into a hash tree, 

3)found the Merkle Root, 

4)added it to the block header with the hash of the previous block and a nonce, 

5)hashed the header and produced an output 

that does not start with the correct number of zeros, then what?

This is where the nonce comes in. 
The nonce is simply a random number that is added to the block header for no other reason 
than to give us something to increment in an attempt to produce a valid hash. 
If your first attempt at hashing the header produces an invalid hash, you just add one to the 
nonce and rehash the header then check to see if that hash is valid.
Notice the entire block of transactions isn’t rehashed with every attempt, just the header. 
This is essentially what Bitcoin mining is, just rehashing the block header, over, and over, 
and over, and over, until one miner in the network eventually produces a valid hash. 
When he does, he relays the block to the rest of the network. 
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When he does, he relays the block to the rest of the network. 
All other miners check his work and make sure it’s valid. 
If so, they add the block to their local copy of the block chain and move on to finding the 
next block.

In todays world, miners are using ASICs (application specific integrated circuits) to mine 
Bitcoin. 
Basically, these are purpose built computer chips that are designed to perform SHA256 
calculations and do nothing else. 
It’s not uncommon to see miners calculating over one trillion hashes per second (a 
terrahash). 
At present, the total hashing power in the network is about 700 terrahashs per second and 
closing in on one petahash per second.

The first transaction in each block is referred to as the “coinbase” transaction. 
This is a transaction where the miner sends himself 25 bitcoins that have just been created 
“out of thin air”. 
Because each miner is sending these 25 bitcoins to his own address, the first transaction in 
each block will differ from miner to miner. 
Since the hash of the coinbase transaction at the base of the hash tree is different for each 
miner, the entire hash tree including the Merkle root will be different for each miner. 
That means the nonce that is needed to produce a valid block will also be different for each 
miner.

This is the reason why the Merkle tree is employed after all. 
The transactions are represented in the header by the Merkle Root so that the entire block 
of transactions doesn’t need to be rehashed with each attempt (which would make the 
amount of time needed to hash a block vary with the number of transactions). 
Any change to a single transaction will cause an avalanche up the hash tree that will 
ultimately cause the hash of the block to change. 
Now let’s see how this protects the network from attack.

From <https://chrispacia.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/bitcoin-mining-explained-like-youre-five-part-2-mechanics/> 

Hash Chaining

The hash of each block is included in the header of the next block as such:

If an attacker wants to alter or remove a transaction that is already in the block chain, the 
alteration will cause the hash of the transaction to change and spark off changes all the way up 
the hash tree to the Merkle Root. 
Given the probabilities, it is unlikely a header with the new Merkle Root will produce a valid 
hash (the proof of work). 
Hence, the attacker will need to rehash the entire block header and spend a ton of time finding 
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Hence, the attacker will need to rehash the entire block header and spend a ton of time finding 
the correct nonce. 
But suppose he does this, can he just relay his fraudulent block to the network and hope that 
miners will replace the old block with his new one or, more realistically, that new users will 
download his fraudulent block? 
No. The reason is because the hash of each block is included in the header of the next block. If 
the attacker rehashes block number 100, this will cause the header of block 101 to change, 
requiring that block to be rehashed as well. 
A change to the hash of block 101 will cause the header of block 102 to change and so on all 
the way through the block chain. 
Any attempt to alter a transaction already in the block chain requires not only the rehashing of 
the block containing the transaction, but all other subsequent blocks as well. 
Depending on how deep in the chain the transaction is, it could take a single attacker weeks, 
months, or years, to rehash the rest of the block chain. And as long as the attacker does not 
control a majority of the processing power in the network, the rest of the network will be 
adding new blocks on to the main chain faster than the attacker can add blocks to his 
fraudulent chain, guaranteeing that the legitimate chain remains the longest and the attacker’s 
chain is ignored.

Six Confirmations

The only exception to the above rule is if the attacker simply 
gets lucky. As we noted, it takes the entire network an 
average of 10 minutes to find a valid block. It should take a 
single attacker with, say, 10% of the processing power in the 
network 100 minutes to find a valid block (200 minutes at 5% 
etc), but those are just averages. It’s theoretically possible 
that an attacker could get lucky and mine a block in 1 minute 
when it’s supposed to take him an average of 100 minutes. 

If that block contained a double spend, it’s possible the 
attacker’s fraudulent transaction would get included in the 
block chain and his legitimate transaction rejected (the rest 
of the network would think the legitimate transaction is the 
double spend). The deeper a transaction is in the block chain, 
however, the more times in row the attacker would need to 
get lucky and mine a block before the rest of the network to 
extend his chain longer than the main chain. 

From a probability standpoint, the chances of such an attack 
succeeding decrease exponentially with each subsequent 
block. It’s kind of like winning the lottery a number of times 
in a row. In the original white paper Satoshi Nakamoto 
calculated the probabilities that an attacker could get lucky 
and pull off a double spend. 

In the following table q is the percentage of the network 
controlled by the attacker, P is the probability an attacker 
could get lucky and override z number of blocks. 

q=0.1 
z=0 P=1.0000000 
z=1 P=0.2045873 
z=2 P=0.0509779 z=3 P=0.0131722 z=4 P=0.0034552 z=
5 P=0.0009137 z=6 P=0.0002428 z=7 P=0.0000647 z=8 
P=0.0000173 z=9 P=0.0000046 z=10 P=0.0000012 
q=0.3 
z=0 P=1.0000000 
z=5 P=0.1773523 
z=10 P=0.0416605 z=15 P=0.0101008 z=20 P=0.0024804 
z=25 P=0.0006132 z=30 P=0.0001522 z=35 P=0.0000379 
z=40 P=0.0000095 z=45 P=0.0000024 z=50 P=0.0000006 

Solving for P less than 0.1%... 
P < 0.001 
q=0.10 z=5 
q=0.15 z=8 q=0.20 z=11 q=0.25 z=15 q=0.30 z=24 q=0.35 
z=41 q=0.40 z=89 q=0.45 z=340
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In the following table q is the percentage of the network 
controlled by the attacker, P is the probability an attacker 
could get lucky and override z number of blocks. 

Given the above probabilities we can see that an attacker with 10% of the network’s processing 
power would have a .024% chance of getting lucky and overriding six blocks. Which is usually why 
it is recommended that if you are selling something expensive, you should wait until your 
transaction is six blocks deep (six confirmations in Bitcoin lingo) before actually handing over the 
merchandise.

From <https://chrispacia.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/bitcoin-mining-explained-like-youre-five-part-2-mechanics/> 

Transaction verification

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Protocol_documentation#Transaction_Verification

Protocol documentation: it does not attempt to list all of the rules for block or transaction 
validity. 

Type names used in this documentation are from the C99 standard. 

For protocol used in mining, see getblocktemplate. 

Transaction Verification

Transactions are cryptographically signed records that reassign ownership of Bitcoins to 
new addresses. Transactions have: 

inputs - records which reference the funds from other previous transactions - and 
outputs - records which determine the new owner of the transferred Bitcoins, and which 
will be referenced as inputs in future transactions as those funds are respent. 

Each input must have a cryptographic digital signature that unlocks the funds from the 
prior transaction. Only the person possessing the appropriate private key is able to create 
a satisfactory signature; this in effect ensures that funds can only be spent by their owners. 

Each output determines which Bitcoin address (or other criteria, see Script) is the recipient 
of the funds. 

In a transaction, the sum of all inputs must be equal to or greater than the sum of all 
outputs. If the inputs exceed the outputs, the difference is considered a transaction fee, 
and is redeemable by whoever first includes the transaction into the block chain. 

A special kind of transaction, called a coinbase transaction, has no inputs. It is created by 
miners, and there is one coinbase transaction per block. Because each block comes with a 
reward of newly created Bitcoins (e.g. 50 BTC for the first 210,000 blocks), the first 
transaction of a block is, with few exceptions, the transaction that grants those coins to 
their recipient (the miner). In addition to the newly created Bitcoins, the coinbase 
transaction is also used for assigning the recipient of any transaction fees that were paid 
within the other transactions being included in the same block. The coinbase transaction 
can assign the entire reward to a single Bitcoin address, or split it in portions among 
multiple addresses, just like any other transaction. Coinbase transactions always contain 
outputs totalling the sum of the block reward plus all transaction fees collected from the 
other transactions in the same block. 
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other transactions in the same block. 

The coinbase transaction in block zero cannot be spent. This is due to a quirk of the 
reference client implementation that would open the potential for a block chain fork if 
some nodes accepted the spend and others did not[1]. 

Most Bitcoin outputs encumber the newly transferred coins with a single ECDSA private 
key. The actual record saved with inputs and outputs isn't necessarily a key, but a script. 
Bitcoin uses an interpreted scripting system to determine whether an output's criteria 
have been satisfied, with which more complex operations are possible, such as outputs 
that require two ECDSA signatures, or two-of-three-signature schemes. An output that 
references a single Bitcoin address is a typical output; an output actually contains this 
information in the form of a script that requires a single ECDSA signature (see 
OP_CHECKSIG). The output script specifies what must be provided to unlock the funds 
later, and when the time comes in the future to spend the transaction in another input, 
that input must provide all of the thing(s) that satisfy the requirements defined by the 
original output script. 

From <https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Protocol_documentation> 
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